Diverse cellular transformation capability of overexpressed genes in human hepatocellular carcinoma.
For isolation of novel cellular transforming genes that potentially participated in hepatocarcinogenesis, we conducted anchorage-independent growth (AIG) assays on 10 human liver cancer cell lines and observed strong AIG capabilities in PLC5 and Huh7 but negligible in Tong cells. After cloning of genes by differential subtractive chain reactions (DSC) from strong AIG to AIG negative cells, we sequenced 2304 clones and identified 245 genes. After four stringent criteria for selection of transforming genes among DSC clones, our results of quantitative RT-PCR analysis indicated that six genes, DDX3, EIF3S2, CLIC1, HDGF, GPC3, and HSPCA were overexpressed in 64%, 62%, 60%, 58%, 49%, and 47%, respectively, of 45 hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) tissues. The results of cellular transformation capability by AIG assays indicated that the transfectants of EIF3S2 showed the strongest (> 100-fold), DDX3 and CLIC1 were moderate, GPC3 and HSPCA were weak, and HDGF was none in forming colonies in soft agar. Together, our results suggested that Tong is a suitable human cell line for screening of overexpressed and/or cellular transforming genes. In addition, our results suggested that diverse functions of cellular transforming genes in various biological pathways could transform human Tong cells and potentially reveal new targets for drug development of HCC.